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In this paper, we consider a family of feasible generalised double k-class estimators
in a linear regression model with non-spherical disturbances. We derive the large
sample asymptotic distribution of the proposed family of estimators and compare
its performance with the feasible generalized least squares and Stein-rule estimators
using the mean squared error matrix and risk under quadratic loss criteria. A
Monte-Carlo experiment investigates the finite sample behaviour of the proposed
family of estimators.  2001 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
There is now a substantial body of literature on estimators which fall
outside the tradition of linear unbiased estimation. Much of this literature
is documented by Judge and Bock (1978, 1983) and Judge et al. (1985).
Often, it is found that biased estimators may be superior in mean squared
error (MSE) terms when compared to the unbiased least squares rule. One
example of such biased estimators is the double k-class (KK) estimator due
to Ullah and Ullah (1978). The KK estimator is characterized by two
arbitrary scalars, k1 and k2 , and includes the ordinary least squares (OLS)
and Stein-rule (SR) estimators as special cases. Ullah and Ullah (1978,
1981) derive the exact and large non-centrality parameter approximations
of the bias, MSE matrix and risk of the KK estimator when k1>0 and
0k21, and establish a sufficient condition on k1 for the dominance of
the KK estimator over the OLS estimator with respect to the criterion of
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risk under a quadratic loss structure. Following the results of Ullah and
Ullah (1978, 1981), Vinod (1980) and Carter (1981) discuss optimal values
of k1 and k2 which minimize the risk of the KK estimator; Menjoge (1984)
corrobates some of the results of Ullah and Ullah (1978); and Srivastava
and Chaturvedi (1986) derive a necessary and sufficient condition for the
risk dominance of the KK estimator over OLS permitting k2 to be negative.
Carter et al. (1993) examine the dominance of the KK estimator over the
SR estimator, and provide guidance in choosing k1 and k2 based on the
dominance conditions. More recently, Vinod and Srivastava (1995)
consider large sample asymptotic properties of the KK estimator. Other
extensions include Carter (1985), who considers the use of the KK estimator
for three or more linear combination of regression coefficients; and Ohtani
(2000), where a pre-test strategy involving the KK estimator is explored.
It is interesting to note that virtually all of the aforementioned studies
assume that the model’s disturbances are spherical. Often, the spherical
assumption concerning the disturbances is merely a matter of convenience
rather than a representation of all cases. As far as we are aware, the properties
of the KK estimator have not been discussed in the context of models with
non-spherical disturbances. This gap in the literature is remedied in this article.
In Section 2, we discuss a family of feasible generalised double k-class
(FGKK) estimators for models with non-spherical disturbances. In Section 3,
we derive the large sample asymptotic distribution of the proposed family of
estimators and conditions for the dominance of the proposed family of
estimators over the feasible generalised least squares (FGLS) and the feasible
generalised Stein-rule (FGSR) estimators with respect to the criteria of MSE
matrix and risk under a qudratic loss function. We also consider the choice
of k1 and k2 such that the FGKK estimator will improve upon both the
FGLS and FGSR estimators. Section 4 reports the results of a Monte-
Carlo experiment which investigates the behaviour of the proposed family
of estimators in small samples. Some concluding remarks are given in
Section 5.
2. NOTATIONS AND ESTIMATORS
Let us postulate the general linear regression model,
y=X;+=, (2.1)
where y is a T_1 vector of observations on the dependent variable, X is
a T_p matrix of observations on p weakly exogenous variables with full
column rank, ; is a p_1 vector of regression coefficients, and = is a T_1
vector of disturbances following the Normal distribution N(0, _20&1). For
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the case of 0&1=I, Ullah and Ullah (1978) propose the following family
of double k-class estimators,
; kk=\1&k1 ( y&X;
 )$ ( y&X; )
y$y&k2( y&X; )$ ( y&X; )+ ; , (2.2)
where ; =(X$X )&1 X$y is the OLS estimator for estimating ;. Various
members of the KK family arise from varying the values of k1 and k2 in
(2.2). For instance, upon setting k1=0, the KK estimator reduces to the
OLS estimator, and for the value k2=1, the KK estimator becomes the
Stein-rule (Stein, 1956, and James and Stein, 1961) estimator. Furthermore,
the choice of k1=1(T&p) and k2=1&k1 characterize Farebrother’s (1975)
adaptive version of Theil’s (1971) minimum mean squared error estimator,
and if k1=p(T&p) and k2=1&k1 , we obtain Ohtani’s (1996a) adjusted (for
degrees of freedom) feasible minimum mean squared error estimator.
Early studies by Ullah and Ullah (1978, 1981), Vinod (1980), and Carter
(1981) on the KK family emphasize small disturbance asymptotic proper-
ties of the estimators. Ullah and Ullah (1978) also provide exact results but
the most significant work of this nature is due to Menjoge (1984), who
shows that the dominance condition of the KK estimator over the OLS
estimator obtained by the former authors is also valid for large _ values.
Following on from these studies, several authors have explored the proper-
ties of the KK family of estimators in various contexts of interest. Of
particular relevance here are the results of Carter et al. (1993) and Vinod
and Srivastava (1995). Carter et al. (1993) show that under the quadratic
loss structure,
L(; , ;)=(; &;)$ Q(; &;), (2.3)
where Q is loss function’s weighting matrix, assumed to be symmetric and
positive definite, and ; is any estimator of ;, the estimator ; kk has lower
risk than both the OLS and SR estimators provided that _ is small,
\ d&2T&p+2+k1\
2(d&2)
T&p+2+ and k2<1, (2.4)
where d=(tr(Q(X$X)&1)*1 ) and *1 is the maximum eigenvalue of Q(X$X)&1.
They also show that the values of k1 and k2 that minimise the risk of the KK
estimator depend on unknown parameters, but for the case of Q=(X$X), a set
of feasible, nearly optimal values of k1 and k2 are k1=( p&2)(T&p+2)
and k2=1&k1 . Vinod and Srivastava (1995) demonstrate that estimators
of the KK family are asymptotically equivalent if k1=k1*T&( j+(12)), where
j is any positive number and k1* is a fixed scalar independent of T. The
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authors work out the large sample asymptotic properties of the KK family
for the case of k1=k1*(T&p+2) for normal and non-normal disturbances,
and show that the KK estimator dominates both the OLS and SR estimators
in terms of risk under a quadratic loss structure with Q=(X$X )T when
_2( p&2)& 2p%(1&k2+2%)&<k1*<[2( p&2)+(1&k2) p%] and p>2,
(2.5)
where %=;$X$X;(T_2). They further show that the nearly optimal values
of k1 and k2 are k1*=2p&4.1 and k2=1&%( p&0.1)p, respectively, and
discuss mechanisms of obtaining feasible k2 values.
Now, suppose that 0&1{I. Also, the elements of 0#0() are assumed
to be a function of an unknown parameter vector , which belongs to an
open subset of a q dimensional Euclidean space. Let  be a consistent
estimator of  and 0 #0( ). The FGLS estimator of ; is given by
; =(X$0 X )&1 X$0 y. (2.6)
If we follow Vinod and Srivastava (1995) by writing k1=k1* (T&p+2),
then a natural generalisation of ; kk in (2.2), in a form analogous to the
FGLS estimator, is the following family of feasible generalised double-k
class (FGKK) estimator,
; kk=\1& k1*(T&p+2)
( y&X; )$ 0 ( y&X; )
y$0 y&k2( y&X; )$ 0 ( y&X; )+ ; , (2.7)
which may be equivalently written as
; kk=\1& k1*(T&p+2)
"
; $X$0 X; +(1&k2)"+ ; , (2.8)
where "=( y&X; )$ 0 ( y&X; ). The substitution of k1*=0 in (2.7) or (2.8)
leads to the FGLS estimator. If k2=1, we obtain the feasible generalised
Stein-rule (FGSR) estimator (Chaturvedi and Shukla, 1990). Rothenberg
(1984) and Chaturvedi and Shukla (1990) respectively consider the large
sample asymptotic approximations of the distributions of the FGLS and
FGSR estimators. The latter authors show that the FGSR estimator
dominates the FGLS estimator with respect to the quadratic loss structure
of (2.3) whenever
0<k1*<2(h
&2) and h

>2, (2.9)
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where h

=tr(A&1Q)?, A=X$0XT, and ? is the maximum characteristic
root of A&1Q. If Q=A, then the dominance condition becomes,
0<k1*<2( p&2) and p>2. (2.10)
Next, we consider the asymptotic distribution of the general form of the
estimators given in (2.7).
3. ASYMPTOTIC DISTRIBUTION, DOMINANCE CONDITIONS,
AND OPTIMAL CHOICE OF PARAMETERS
The approach used to derive the asymptotic distribution of ; kk is similar
to that adopted by Rothenberg (1984) and Chaturvedi and Shukla (1990).
If we assume k1 to be of order O(T&1), then k1* is of order O(1). For all
j, k=1, 2, ..., q, let us define
0j=
0
j
, 0jk=
20
j k
,
A=
X$0X
T
, Aj=
X$0j X
T
, Ajk=
X$0jkX
T
,
:=
X$0=
- T
, :j=
X$0j =
- T
, and :jk=
X$0jk=
- T
.
Furthermore, the set of matrices (or vectors) having the same number
of indices is denoted by boldface letters subscripted in brackets by that
number. For instance, A(3) denotes the set of matrices [Ajkl ; j, k, l=1, 2,
3, ..., q]. Now, in order for the Edgeworth expansion of the distribution to
be valid, we require the following regularity conditions (see Rothenberg,
1984):
(C1 ) As T  , the matrix A approaches to a non-singular finite
matrix;
(C2 ) Each matrix in the sets A(1) , A(2) , ..., A(5) and covariance matrix
of each vector in :(1) , :(2) , ..., : (5) converges to a finite matrix as T  ;
(C3 ) X$C 2 XT is bounded and tends to infinity for all C in 0(6) ;
(C4 )  has a stochastic expansion of the form,
d=- T ( &)
=e+Op(T&1),
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where the asymptotic distribution of e is normal with mean vector of order
O(T &12) and covariance matrix 4+O(T &1). In addition, the third order
cumulants of :11 , ..., :pp are of order O(T&12) and higher order cumulants
are of order O(T &1).
Further, we write
#kk=
T 12
_
A12( ; kk&;),
Qjk=
X$0 j0&10kX
T
&AjA&1Ak ,
,=
;$A;
_2
,
+=&
k1*
- T _(,+1&k2)
A12;,
and
!=Ip+
A12
T
:
j, k
Qjk*jk A12&
2k1*
T(,+1&k2) \Ip&
2A12;;$A12
_2(,+1&k2)+ ,
where *jk is the (i, k) th element of the matrix 4.
Theorem 1. The asymptotic distribution of #kk , to order O(T &1), is
normal with mean vector + and covariance matrix !.
Proof. Following Chaturvedi and Shukla (1990), up to order O(T&1),
we have
- T (; &;)=[X$0 XT]&1 [X$0 =- T]
=_A+:j Aj ej<- T+:j, k Ajkej ek<(2T )+ } } } &
&1
__:+:j :j ej<- T+:j, k :jk ejek<(2T)+ } } } &
=’0+’&12+’&1+Op(T&32), (3.1)
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where
’0=A&1X$0=- T,
’&12=:
j
A&1Pj=e j <- T,
’&1=:
j, k
A&1Pjk=e jek<T,
Pj=(X$0 j&AjA&1X$0)- T,
Pjk=(X$0jk&2AjA&1X$0k+2AAj A&1X$0&AjkA&1X$0)(2 - T ),
and ei is the i th element of e. We can easily verify that for all j and k,
PjX=PjkX=0 and Pj 0&1P$k=Qjk . (3.2)
Further,
"
T&p+2
=_2 _1+\ "T_2&1+&+O(T&1), (3.3)
and
1
; $X$0 X; +(1&k2) "
=
1
T_2(,+1&k2) _1&
1
- T _2(,+1&k2)
_\:j ;$Aj ;ej+2;$A’0+&+Op(T
&2). (3.4)
Notice that in the expression (3.3), ("T_2&1) is of order Op(T&12).
Hence, up to order O(T&1), #kk can be written as
#kk=
A12
_ _’0+’&12+’&1&
k1*
- T (,+1&k2) \;+\
"
T_2
&1+ ;
+
’0
- T
&
1
- T _2(,+1&k2) \2;;$A’0+:j ;;$Aj ;ej++& . (3.5)
Denoting the cumulant generating function of #kk by K(h), where h is a
p_1 vector, up to order O(T&1), we obtain
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K(h)=&
k1*
- T _(,+1&k2)
ih$A12 ;
+ln E _exp \ih$A
12’0
_ +\1+
ih$A12’&12
_
&
(h$A12’&12)2
2_2
+
ih$A12’&1
_
&
ik1*h$A12;
- T _(,+1&k2) \
"
T_2
&1+& ik1*h$A
12’0
T_(,+1&k2)
+
i
T_3(,+1&k2)2 \2h$A12;;$A’0+h$A12; :j ;$Aj ;ej+& . (3.6)
Noting that
E[exp(ih$A12’0 _)]=exp(&h$h2), (3.7)
E wh$A12’&12 exp(ih$A12’0 _)x=E[h$A12’&1 exp(ih$A12’&1_)]=0,
(3.8)
E w’0 exp(ih$A12’0 _)x=iA&12h exp(&h$h2)_ (3.9)
and
E _ "T_2&1&=O(T&1). (3.10)
Hence,
K(h)=&
k1*
- T _(,+1&k2)
ih$A12;&
h$
2 {I+
1
T
A&12 :
j, k
Qjk *jkA&12
&
2k1*
T(,+1&k2) \I&
2A12;;$A12
_2(,+1&k2)+= h
=ih$+&
1
2
h$!h, (3.11)
which is the cumulant generating function of a normal distribution N(+, !).
Hence Theorem 1 follows.
Notice that setting k1*=0 in (3.11) gives the asymptotic distribution of
T 12A12(; &;)_ as derived by Rothenberg (1984) while putting k2=1
provides the corresponding expression for the FGSR estimator given in
Chaturvedi and Shukla (1990). The latter authors also provide expressions
for the bias, MSE matrix and risk function of the FGSR estimator, which
are special cases of some of the results that follow.
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Corollary 1. The large sample asymptotic expansion of the bias of the
FGKK estimator, up to order O(T&1), is given by
E[; kk&;]=&
k1* ;
T(,+1&k2)
. (3.12)
Substituting k1*=0 and k2=1 leads to, respectively, the bias expressions
of the FGLS and FGSR estimators. Comparing the FGKK estimator’s
bias with that of the FGSR estimator, we observe that, up to the order of
our approximation, the FGKK estimator is less biased in magnitude than
the FGSR estimator as long as k2<1.
Corollary 2. The large sample asymptotic expansion of the MSE
matrix of the FGKK estimator, up to order O(T&2), is given by
E[( ; kk&;)( ; kk&;)$]=
_2
T {A&1+
1
T
A&1 :
j, k
Qjk*jk A&1
&
k1*
T(,+1&k2) \2A&1&
(4+k1*) ;;$
_2(,+1&k2 )+= .
(3.13)
Making use of Corollary 2, we find that the MSE matrix of the FGLS
and FGSR estimators are given by
E[( ; &;)( ; &;)$]=
_2
T {A&1+
1
T
A&1 :
j, k
Q jk*jkA&1= (3.14)
and
E[( ; sr&;)( ; sr&;)$]=
_2
T {A&1+
1
T
A&1 :
j, k
Qjk*jk A&1
&
k1*
T, \2A&1&
(4+k1*) ;;$
_2, += , (3.15)
respectively, by substituting k1*=0 and k2=1 in (3.13). Now, for the com-
parisons of the MSE matrices of the FGKK, FGLS, and FGSR estimators,
we make use of the following lemmas taken from Rao and Toutenburg
(1995, pp. 303304):
Lemma 1. If G is any non-singular and positive definite matrix of order
p_p and g is any vector of order p_1, then the matrix (G&1&gg$) is
non-negative definite if and only if g$Gg1.
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Lemma 2. The matrix ( gg$&G&1) cannot be non-negative definite except
in the trivial case p=1, where G and g are defined as in Lemma 1.
Now, we observe that
E[(; &;)( ; &;)$]&E[( ; kk&;)( ; kk&;)$]
=
_2k1*
T 2(,+1&k2) _2A&1&
4+k1*
_2(,+1&k2)
;;$& (3.16)
which is a non-negative definite matrix by virtue of Lemma 1 if and only if
(4+k1*) ,
2(,+1&k2)
1 (3.17)
or
k1*<2 \1&k2, &1+ and k2<(1&,). (3.18)
This provides a necessary and sufficient condition on the characterizing
scalars k1* and k2 for the dominance of the FGKK estimator over the
FGLS estimator with respect to the criterion of mean squared error matrix
to order O(T&2). On the other hand, it is observed from an application of
Lemma 2 that the FGLS estimator cannot dominate the FGKK estimator
(and hence FGSR estimator) except in the trivial case of p=1. Further-
more, using (3.18) and putting k2=1, we see that there exists no admissible
value of k1* so that the condition is satisfied. In other words, the FGSR
estimator cannot dominate the FGLS estimator in terms of the criterion of
mean squared error matrix.
Now, subtracting (3.13) from (3.15), we obtain
E[( ; sr&;)( ; sr&;)$]&E[( ; kk&;)( ; kk&;)$]
=
_2k1*(1&k2)
T 2,(,+1&k2) _
(4+k1*)(2,+1&k2)
_2,(,+1&k2)
;;$&2A&1& , (3.19)
which cannot be non-negative definite, by virtue of Lemma 2, except when
p=1. Thus, the FGKK estimator does not dominate the FGSR estimator
except when p=1 which is not an interesting case. On the other hand,
using Lemma 1, the FGSR estimator dominates the FGKK estimator if
and only if
(4+k1*)(2,+1&k2)
2(,+1&k2)
1 (3.20)
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which cannot be satisfied by any non-negative value of k1*. This implies
that the FGSR estimator cannot dominate the FGKK estimator in terms
of MSE matrix.
Now, the question arises whether some weaker but still acceptable criterion
can lead to dominance conditions of the FGKK estimator over the FGSR
estimator, or vice versa. In what follows, we compare the performance of
the estimators in terms of risk under a weighted quadratic loss structure.
Corollary 3. The large sample asymptotic expansion of the risk func-
tion of the FGKK estimator, up to order O(T&2), is given by
E[( ; kk&;)$ Q( ; kk&;)]
=
_2
T {tr(A&1Q)+
1
T
:
j, k
tr(A&1QA&1Q jk) *jk&
k1*
T(,+1&k2)
_\2 tr(A&1Q)&(4+k1*) ;$Q;_2(,+1&k2)+= . (3.21)
Upon setting k1*=0, we obtain the risk of the FGLS estimator, up to
order O(T&2), as
E[( ; &;)$ Q( ; &;)]=
_2
T {tr(A&1Q)+
1
T
:
j, k
tr(A&1QA&1Qjk) *jk= ,
(3.22)
so that to the order of our approximation,
E[( ; &;)$ Q( ; &;)]&E[( ; kk&;)$ Q( ; kk&;)]
=
_2k1*
T 2(,+1&k2) \2 tr(A&1Q)&
(4+k1*) ;$Q;
_2(,+1&k2)+ . (3.23)
Hence the FGKK estimator dominates the FGLS estimator whenever
0<k1*<2 _\;$A;;$Q;+\
(,+1&k2) tr(A&1Q)
,
&2+& , (3.24)
provided that the upper bound is positive. Since (;$A;;$Q;)<(1?),
where ? denotes the maximum characteristic root of A&1Q, a sufficient
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condition for the dominance of the FGKK estimator over the FGLS
estimator is given by
0<k1*<2 _h &2+
(1&k2) tr(A&1Q)
,? & ; h >2&
(1&k2) tr(A&1Q)
,?
,
(3.25)
where h

=tr(A&1Q)?. If we choose Q=A, then the dominance condition
becomes
0<k1*<2 _ p&2+(1&k2) p, & . (3.26)
Comparing (3.25) and (3.26) respectively with (2.9) and (2.10), the corre-
sponding dominance conditions of the FGSR estimator over the FGLS
estimator given in Chaturvedi and Shukla (1990), it can be seen that the
range of k1* in which the FGKK estimator dominates the FGLS estimator
is wider than the range in which the FGSR estimator dominates the FGLS
estimator provided that k2<1.
Now, substituting k2=1 in (3.21), we obtain the risk function of the
FGSR estimator as
E[( ; sr&;)$ Q( ; sr&;)]=
_2
T {tr(A&1Q)+
1
T
:
j, k
tr(A&1QA&1Q jk) *jk
&
k1*
T, \2 tr(A&1Q)&
(4+k1*) ;$Q;
_2, += .
(3.27)
Therefore, the difference between the risk of the feasible generalised
Stein-rule estimator and that of the feasible generalised double k-class
estimator is
E[( ; sr&;)$ Q( ; sr&;)]&E[( ; kk&;)$ Q( ; kk&;)]
=
_2k1*
T 2 \
1
,
&
1
,+1&k2+_&2 tr(A&1Q)
+
(4+k1*) ;$Q;
_2 \
1
,
+
1
,+1&k2+& . (3.28)
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Thus, up to order O(T&2), the FGKK estimator has smaller risk than the
FGSR estimator whenever
k1*+4>2 tr(A&1Q) \ ;$A;;$Q;+\1&
,
2,+1&k2+ . (3.29)
If we let  be the minimum characteristic root of A&1Q, then a sufficient
condition that the FGKK estimator dominates the FGSR estimator is
k1*+4>2 tr(A&1Q) \1& ,2,+1&k2+<. (3.30)
For Q=A, the condition (3.30) becomes
k1*>2 _ p&2& ,p2,+1&k2& . (3.31)
Hence for the choice of Q=A, the FGKK estimator dominates both the
FGSR and the FGLS estimators with respect to risk under a quadratic loss
function whenever
0<2 _p&2& ,p2,+1&k2&<k1*<2 _ p&2+
p(1&k2)
, & ; p>2.
(3.32)
If we choose k1*=p&2, which is the optimal value of k1* for the FGSR
estimator (see Chaturvedi and Shukla, 1990), then it satisfies the upper
bound of the inequality (3.32) for all values of ,. This value of k1* also
satisfies the lower bound of (3.32) provided that
0<(1&k2)<4,( p&2). (3.33)
Hence the range of (1&k2) in which the FGKK estimator dominates the
FGSR estimator depends upon the parameter ,=;$A;_2. However, the
range widens as p decreases.
From the dominance condition (3.33), we also observe that as ,  0, the
FGKK estimator dominates the FGSR and FGLS estimators as long as
2( p&2)<k1*<, (3.34)
and as ,  , the FGKK estimator dominates the FGSR and FGLS
estimators whenever
p&4<k1*<2( p&2). (3.35)
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Therefore, one should choose k1* to be close to 2( p&2) for the FGKK
estimator to dominate both the FGLS and FGSR estimator in a wide
range of the parameter space. For choosing the value of k2 , one can follow
the approach of Vinod and Srivastava (1995) by differentiating the risk
function (3.22) and setting the first order condition to zero, leading to
k2=1+,&(4,+,k1*)p, (3.36)
which depends upon , and k1*. The condition of k2 in (3.36) satisfies the
condition for the existence of moments of the FGKK estimator, k2<1, as
long as k1*>p&4. Notice that for Q=A, one may still use Tables I and
II of Vinod and Srivastava (1995) to obtain the upper and lower limits for
the range of k1* in which the FGKK estimator dominates the FGLS
estimator with a modification in the definition of  as
=,(1+,)
=[ ;X$0X;( ;X$0X;+T_2)]. (3.37)
However, for the non-spherical case,  depends upon the parameter  also
apart from ; and _2. The value of k2 may be obtained along the lines of
Vinod and Srivastava (1995) by replacing the unknown , in (3.37) by
, =

1&
, (3.38)
where  is a guess or estimated value of the population multiple correla-
tion coefficient.
It is worth noting that it is not possible to obtain optimal values of k1*
and k2 by minimizing the risk function (3.21) simultaneously with respect
to both k1* and k2 , as the first order conditions obtained upon differentiating
(3.21) with respect to k1* and k2 cannot be equal to zero simultaneously. For
this purpose one can, alternatively, adopt an approach which leads to values
of k1* and k2 similar to those suggested by Carter et al. (1993). By differentiat-
ing (3.21) with respect to k1* we observe that the risk function is a decreasing
function of k1* as long as k1*<( p&2)+p(1&k2),, and an increasing func-
tion of k1* as long as k1*>( p&2)+p(1&k2),. Thus, for k1*p&2, the risk
function decreases with increasing k1* for all values of ,. We may select
k1*=p&2 as an approximation to the optimal value of k1*. Even for this
choice of k1*, it is not possible to determine an operational value of k2
which does not depend on the unknown parameter ,. If, like Carter et al.
(1993), we choose the value of k2 as k2=1&k1*(T&p+2), then we get an
estimator which provides a positive shrinkage factor. We now turn to the
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Monte-Carlo experiment as a basis for assessing the risk performance of
these estimators in finite samples.
4. MONTE-CARLO RESULTS
Our Monte-Carlo study was conducted using the SHAZAM econometric
package. We adopt the approach of Vinod and Srivastava (1995) by first
reparameterizing (2.1) as
y=Z{+=, (4.1)
where Z=XG=H612, H is a T_p matrix such that H$H=I, 6 is a
diagonal matrix of characteristic roots of X$X, G is an orthogonal matrix
containing the corresponding characteristic vectors, and G$G=I. For the
error process, we consider the case of AR(1) disturbances, i.e., =t=\=t&1+ut ,
where | \|<1 and ut IN(0, _s2u). We let Q=A be the loss function’s weight-
ing matrix and values of T=20, 60, p=4, 10, and \=&0.8, &0.4, 0.0, 0.4, 0.8
are considered. Also, following Hill and Judge (1987, 1990) and Vinod
and Srivastava (1995), we consider four cases of configurations for the
characteristic roots of X$X, which are employed to examine the effects of
multicollinearity. These are shown in Table I which defines the cases
studied here. In the simulation experiments, the parameter vector ; is
chosen such that ;$;=L, where L is a scalar representing the length of the
parameter vector. We choose L=1, 1.53, 2.06, ..., 27.5, 28.03, resulting in
52 values of L, and  is calculated using (3.28) with the error variance _2
set to unity. These result in 4160 experimental settings and each part of the
experiment is based on 5000 replications.
TABLE I
Characteristic Roots of X$X for Alternative Cases
Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4
p=10 p=4 p=10 p=4 p=10 p=4 p=10 p=4
d1 1.000 1.000 2.000 2.000 1.9999 1.9999 3.200 3.400
d2 1.000 1.000 1.778 1.333 1.9999 1.9999 3.200 0.300
d3 1.000 1.000 1.556 0.667 1.9999 0.0001 3.200 0.300
d4 1.000 1.000 1.333 1_10&9 1.9999 0.0001 0.100 1_10&9
d6 1.000 N.A. 1.111 N.A. 1.9999 N.A. 0.100 N.A.
d6 1.000 N.A. 0.889 N.A. 0.0001 N.A. 0.100 N.A.
d7 1.000 N.A. 0.667 N.A. 0.0001 N.A. 0.100 N.A.
d8 1.000 N.A. 0.444 N.A. 0.0001 N.A. 1_10&9 N.A.
d9 1.000 N.A. 0.222 N.A. 0.0001 N.A. 1_10&9 N.A.
d10 1.000 N.A. 1_10&9 N.A. 0.0001 N.A. 1_10&9 N.A.
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In the simulations, the following versions of the FGKK estimators are
considered:
v k1*=0: the FGLS estimator;
v k1*=p&2 and k2=1: the FGSR estimator;
v k1=1(T&p) and k2=1&k1 : the feasible genealised minimum
mean squared error (FGMMSE) estimator;
v k1=p(T&p) and k2=1&k1 : the adjusted feasible genealised
minimum mean squared error (AFGMMSE) estimator;
v k1*=2( p&2) and k2=1+, 1&(4, 1+, 1k1*)p: the FGKK-R
estimator;
v k1*=2( p&2) and k2=1+, 2&(4, 2+, 2k1*)p: the FGKK-L
estimator;
v k1*=2( p&2) and k2=1+, 3&(4, 3+, 3k1*)p: the FGKK-LL
estimator; and
v k1*=p&2 and k2=1&k1*(T&p+2): the FGKK-C estimator.
Note that , 1 , , 2 , and , 3 are estimates of , obtained using (3.29), , 1 uses
r2a , the estimated multiple correlation coefficient, as a ‘‘guess’’ of , and , 2
and , 3 use, respectively, r2a&(23)(r
2
a 3) and r
2
a&(13)(r
2
a 3) for  . The
latter choices of  permit the errors in guessing  using r2a to the extent of
23 and 13 of the distance r2a 3 in the negative direction (see Vinod and
Srivastava, 1995). The FGKK-C version generalises the optimal KK estimator
suggested by Carter et al. (1993), while the FGMMSE and AFGMMSE
estimators generalise, respectively, the feasible generalised minimum mean
squared error estimator due to Farebrother (1975) (see also Ohtani, 1996,
1997) and the adjusted feasible minimum mean squared error estimator
proposed by Ohtani (1996a). For comparison purposes, we also consider a
positive-part feasible generalised Stein-rule (PFGSR) estimator defined as
; psr=max _0, 1& k1*(T&p+2)
( y&X; )$ 0 ( y&X; )
; $X$0 X; & ; . (4.2)
The overall relative performance of the estimators is best seen by con-
sidering Tables IIIV. Table II shows that the FGLS estimator is often the
worst estimator in terms of risk performance in a wide range of experimental
settings. To some extent, this result reflects the analytical findings reported
earlier, that the FGLS estimator is dominated by the FGKK estimator over
a large range of parametric values. It is, however, interesting that in some
range of parameter space, the FGLS estimator can have marginally smaller
risk than the AFGMMSE, FGKK-R, FGKK-L, FGKK-LL and FGKK-C
estimators. On the other hand, the FGSR, PFGSR and FGMMSE estimators
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TABLE II
Percentage of Cases in Which the Estimators Have Smaller Risk Than the FGLS Estimator
in 4160 Experimental Settings
FGSR PFGSR FGMMSE AFGMMSE FGKK-R FGKK-L FGKK-LL FGKK-C
100.00 100.00 100.00 95.06 97.70 93.53 91.15 85.53
dominate the FGLS estimator for all experimental settings that we have
considered. If the FGLS estimator is excluded, then it is found that
FGMMSE estimator frequently has the largest risk, as illustrated in Table
III. If one decides to choose an estimator with the least number of cases
such that the estimator’s risk is the largest, or an estimator that has the
smallest risk in the largest proportion of situations, then it is clear from
Table III that the FGKK-L estimator is the preferred estimator under both
criteria. On the other hand, if one considers also the magnitude of risk
reduction, then some of the other estimators are found to be superior to
the FGKK-L estimator. Table IV gives the percentage of cases where the
estimators’ risks are less than 95, 80, 60, and 500 the risk of the FGLS
estimator. It can be seen from the table that the PFGSR, FGKK-LL, and
AFGMMSE estimators enjoy larger risk reductions more frequently than
the FGKK-L estimator. It is also interesting that while the FGMMSE
estimator dominates the FGLS estimator over the entire range of values
considered, there is often no discernible difference between its risk and the
risk of the FGLS estimator. On the contrary, the AFGMMSE estimator
can be the worst estimator in a large proportion of cases, but there are also
more situations where this estimator results in risk reduction of a substantial
magnitude than any of the other estimators. Over the range of parametric
values considered, the AFGMMSE’s risk is at most 20 larger than the risk
of the best estimator in cases where the AFGMMSE estimator is the worst
estimator. Table IV also indicates that there is not much difference between
the risk of the FGLS estimator and the various FGKK estimators when the
former estimator’s risk is smaller than those of the latter estimators. Finally,
TABLE III
Percentage of Cases in Which the Estimators Being the BestWorst Estimators in 4160
Experimental Settings (Excluding the FGLS Estimator)
FGSR PFGSR FGMMSE AFGMMSE FGKK-R FGKK-L FGKK-LL FGKK-C
Best 6.11 7.60 5.79 9.33 10.14 34.86 30.38 10.19
Worst 0.19 0.00 41.39 29.64 0.00 0.00 5.10 24.11
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TABLE IV
Percentage of Cases in Which the Estimators Have Risks Greater Than 20, or Less Than 95,
80, 60, or 500 the Risk of the FGLS Estimator in 4160 Experimental Settings
FGSR PFGSR FGMMSE AFGMMSE FGKK-R FGKK-L FGKK-LL FGKK-C
>20 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
<950 21.23 21.25 10.50 23.08 23.25 24.90 25.46 20.79
<800 7.91 8.22 1.25 10.17 6.80 7.62 8.05 5.58
<600 2.28 3.00 0.00 4.28 1.97 2.26 2.84 0.98
<500 1.23 1.39 0.00 1.95 0.87 1.25 1.42 0.19
the percentage figures in Table III indicates that there can be situations
where more than one estimator is the bestworst estimator.
Next, we examine the risk performance of the estimators under varying
degrees of autocorrelation and multicollinearity. The risk of the FGLS
estimator is scaled to 1 in Tables VVIII to give a frame of reference for
comparisons. Consider case 1 where the characteristic roots are all equal to
one. Table V shows that the risk reductions of the various FGKK and PFGSR
estimators are most pronounced at small values of L. For relatively large
values of T and p, the PFGSR estimator has the smallest risk over the part of
the parameter space where L is small. Other things being equal, as p decreases,
the AFGMMSE estimator becomes the dominating estimator at small values
of L. For moderate values of L, the AFGMMSE or the FGKK-LL estimators
often have the smallest risk. When the value of L is large enough, the risks
of all estimators become virtually identical to the FGLS estimator’s risk.
Other things being equal, it is found that reducing | \| reduces the relative
risks of the estimators with the reduction in risk being most significant for
the FGKK-L, FGKK-LL and FGKK-R estimators at small values of L. In
regions where the FGKK-L or the FGKK-LL estimators have the smallest
risks, the risk reductions of these estimators over the FGLS estimators are
typically very slight. The FGKK-R estimator is seldom the best estimator,
but for small values of | \|, the FGKK-R, FGKK-L and FGKK-LL estimators
can be nearly as good as the PFGSR or the AFGMMSE estimators.
Much of above features persist as we increase the degrees of collinearity
in the regressors’ design matrix. For case 2, where there is just one very
small root, the FGKK-C estimator can be dominated uniformly by the
other FGKK and PFGSR estimators. This latter feature is also observed
for case 4, where the characteristic roots are grouped into three tiers. For
case 3, where there are near exact linear dependencies in the regressors’
matrix, the results are similar to those observed under case 1. Whatever the
degrees of multicollinearity, it is found that the FGSR estimator is uniformly
dominated by the PFGSR estimator, and the FGSR, PFGSR, and FGMMSE
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TABLE V
Empirical Risks of Estimators (Case 1)
L
(T, p, \) Estimators 1.00 1.53 2.59 3.65 4.71 5.77 8.95 27.50
(60, 10, &0.8) FGSR 0.3295 0.4235 0.6151 0.7489 0.8279 0.8788 0.9452 0.9934
PFGSR 0.2668 0.3777 0.6035 0.7479 0.8279 0.8788 0.9452 0.9934
FGMMSE 0.8543 0.8733 0.9131 0.9422 0.9604 0.9717 0.9871 0.9985
AFGMMSE 0.3604 0.4282 0.5869 0.7191 0.8099 0.8644 0.9433 0.9934
FGKK-R 0.8465 0.8501 0.8623 0.8776 0.8937 0.9090 0.9445 0.9926
FGKK-L 0.8248 0.8289 0.8427 0.8601 0.8784 0.8959 0.9369 0.9945
FGKK-LL 0.8095 0.8105 0.8261 0.8458 0.8665 0.8864 0.9332 0.9967
FGKK-C 0.8595 0.8623 0.8723 0.8852 0.8991 0.9126 0.9454 0.9925
(60, 10, 0.0) FGSR 0.3022 0.3755 0.5448 0.6847 0.7791 0.8402 0.9266 0.9913
PFGSR 0.2578 0.3424 0.5331 0.6811 0.7784 0.8402 0.9266 0.9913
FGMMSE 0.8569 0.8712 0.9041 0.9320 0.9517 0.9647 0.9836 0.9980
AFGMMSE 0.3581 0.4093 0.5389 0.6653 0.7562 0.8235 0.9217 0.9913
FGKK-R 0.2874 0.3627 0.5341 0.6755 0.7718 0.8345 0.9238 0.9910
FGKK-L 0.2741 0.3506 0.5249 0.6685 0.7662 0.8297 0.9205 0.9912
FGKK-LL 0.2659 0.3434 0.5200 0.6654 0.7642 0.8286 0.9208 0.9928
FGKK-C 0.4277 0.4727 0.5849 0.6919 0.7749 0.8336 0.9226 0.9910
(60, 10, 0.4) FGSR 0.3204 0.4153 0.6067 0.7427 0.8253 0.8757 0.9438 0.9932
PFGSR 0.2753 0.3827 0.5972 0.7400 0.8250 0.8757 0.9438 0.9932
FGMMSE 0.8589 0.8770 0.9146 0.9427 0.9606 0.9717 0.9871 0.9985
AFGMMSE 0.3684 0.4344 0.5864 0.7154 0.8054 0.8635 0.9412 0.9931
FGKK-R 0.4741 0.5219 0.6346 0.7365 0.8120 0.8638 0.9396 0.9934
FGKK-L 0.4444 0.4956 0.6161 0.7246 0.8048 0.8597 0.9396 0.9966
FGKK-LL 0.4155 0.4705 0.5996 0.7156 0.8099 0.8591 0.9432 0.9997
FGKK-C 0.5804 0.6086 0.6813 0.7554 0.8170 0.8633 0.9374 0.9934
(60, 4, &0.8) FGSR 0.6989 0.7998 0.9287 0.9645 0.9790 0.9863 0.9948 0.9998
PFGSR 0.6095 0.7663 0.9252 0.9645 0.9790 0.9863 0.9948 0.9998
FGMMSE 0.7779 0.8507 0.9399 0.9708 0.9829 0.9889 0.9957 0.9997
AFGMMSE 0.5173 0.6692 0.8837 0.9637 0.9883 0.9965 1.0012 1.0017
FGKK-R 0.9567 0.9585 0.9635 0.9692 0.9747 0.9796 0.9898 1.0000
FGKK-L 0.9510 0.9530 0.9585 0.9648 0.9710 0.9765 0.9881 1.0007
FGKK-LL 0.9458 0.9480 0.9541 0.9611 0.9680 0.9741 0.9872 1.0014
FGKK-C 0.9547 0.9591 0.9638 0.9693 0.9747 0.9796 0.9897 1.0000
(20, 4, &0.8) FGSR 0.6945 0.8026 0.9188 0.9621 0.9796 0.9867 0.9949 0.9998
PFGSR 0.6295 0.7657 0.9167 0.9619 0.9796 0.9867 0.9949 0.9998
FGMMSE 0.7805 0.8462 0.9322 0.9671 0.9816 0.9882 0.9954 0.9997
AFGMMSE 0.5193 0.6584 0.8665 0.9575 0.9892 1.0000 1.0041 1.0045
FGKK-R 0.8699 0.8835 0.9187 0.9467 0.9659 0.9773 0.9921 1.0000
FGKK-L 0.8509 0.8690 0.9074 0.9383 0.9597 0.9726 0.9904 1.0013
FGKK-LL 0.8368 0.8565 0.8987 0.9328 0.9566 0.9712 0.9915 1.0019
FGKK-C 0.8772 0.9106 0.9407 0.9665 0.9849 0.9966 1.0123 1.0207
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TABLE VI
Empirical Risks of Estimators (Case 2)
L
(T, p, \) Estimators 1.00 1.53 2.59 3.65 4.71 5.77 8.95 27.50
(60, 10, &0.8) FGSR 0.3264 0.4132 0.6007 0.7368 0.8205 0.8719 0.9421 0.9933
PFGSR 0.2620 0.3657 0.5863 0.7352 0.8203 0.8719 0.9421 0.9933
FGMMSE 0.8534 0.8714 0.9106 0.9400 0.9587 0.9704 0.9866 0.9984
AFGMMSE 0.3572 0.4213 0.5749 0.7069 0.7981 0.8587 0.9393 0.9933
FGKK-R 0.8465 0.8500 0.8618 0.8766 0.8923 0.9073 0.9426 0.9921
FGKK-L 0.8249 0.8288 0.8421 0.8589 0.8767 0.8938 0.9345 0.9936
FGKK-LL 0.8059 0.8103 0.8254 0.8443 0.8645 0.8839 0.9301 0.9956
FGKK-C 0.8595 0.8623 0.8719 0.8844 0.8979 0.9112 0.9437 0.9921
(60, 10, 0.0) FGSR 0.3035 0.3769 0.5455 0.6847 0.7791 0.8403 0.9269 0.9916
PFGSR 0.2564 0.3398 0.5294 0.6798 0.7781 0.8403 0.9269 0.9916
FGMMSE 0.8566 0.8707 0.9034 0.9314 0.9512 0.9644 0.9835 0.9981
AFGMMSE 0.3581 0.4082 0.5353 0.6584 0.7548 0.8221 0.9223 0.9916
FGKK-R 0.2877 0.3626 0.5335 0.6748 0.7714 0.8344 0.9241 0.9912
FGKK-L 0.2746 0.3508 0.5246 0.6681 0.7660 0.8298 0.9209 0.9916
FGKK-LL 0.2667 0.3441 0.5202 0.6654 0.7643 0.8289 0.9214 0.9933
FGKK-C 0.4271 0.4715 0.5829 0.6900 0.7734 0.8327 0.9226 0.9912
(60, 10, 0.4) FGSR 0.3214 0.4175 0.6095 0.7457 0.8282 0.8781 0.9453 0.9936
PFGSR 0.2749 0.3824 0.5987 0.7435 0.8280 0.8781 0.9453 0.9936
FGMMSE 0.8587 0.8767 0.9145 0.9427 0.9607 0.9719 0.9872 0.9985
AFGMMSE 0.3671 0.4344 0.5862 0.7171 0.8072 0.8652 0.9433 0.9936
FGKK-R 0.4737 0.5215 0.6344 0.7366 0.8127 0.8649 0.9408 0.9938
FGKK-L 0.4440 0.4953 0.6160 0.7250 0.8059 0.8612 0.9412 0.9974
FGKK-LL 0.4151 0.4702 0.5997 0.7163 0.8025 0.8611 0.9453 1.0006
FGKK-C 0.5802 0.6082 0.6807 0.7550 0.8170 0.8637 0.9382 0.9936
(60, 4, &0.8) FGSR 0.6470 0.7672 0.9014 0.9504 0.9702 0.9803 0.9920 0.9992
PFGSR 0.5714 0.7204 0.8952 0.9504 0.9702 0.9803 0.9920 0.9992
FGMMSE 0.7605 0.8273 0.9210 0.9601 0.9764 0.9845 0.9937 0.9994
AFGMMSE 0.4817 0.6183 0.8374 0.9382 0.9757 0.9898 0.9999 1.0005
FGKK-R 0.9561 0.9575 0.9615 0.9663 0.9713 0.9760 0.9865 0.9991
FGKK-L 0.9504 0.9519 0.9563 0.9617 0.9672 0.9724 0.9842 0.9993
FGKK-LL 0.9451 0.9468 0.9517 0.9575 0.9637 0.9695 0.9828 1.0000
FGKK-C 0.9568 0.9581 0.9617 0.9666 0.9714 0.9760 0.9864 0.9991
(20, 4, &0.8) FGSR 0.6576 0.7238 0.8423 0.9096 0.9449 0.9630 0.9843 0.9984
PFGSR 0.5709 0.6602 0.8265 0.9084 0.9446 0.9630 0.9843 0.9984
FGMMSE 0.7536 0.7978 0.8833 0.9338 0.9596 0.9731 0.9888 0.9988
AFGMMSE 0.4665 0.5483 0.7307 0.8542 0.9207 0.9533 0.9857 0.9998
FGKK-R 0.8622 0.8724 0.9006 0.9273 0.9476 0.9617 0.9825 0.9981
FGKK-L 0.8457 0.8567 0.8871 0.9159 0.9381 0.9536 0.9772 0.9975
FGKK-LL 0.8311 0.8430 0.8759 0.9074 0.9317 0.9488 0.9754 0.9978
FGKK-C 0.8736 0.9022 0.9255 0.9488 0.9677 0.9814 1.0025 1.0187
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TABLE VII
Empirical Risks of Estimators (Case 3)
L
(T, p, \) Estimators 1.00 1.53 2.59 3.65 4.71 5.77 8.95 27.50
(60, 10, &0.8) FGSR 0.3189 0.3974 0.5771 0.7134 0.8006 0.8555 0.9325 0.9912
PFGSR 0.2553 0.3515 0.5630 0.7120 0.8006 0.8555 0.9325 0.9912
FGMMSE 0.8523 0.8693 0.9067 0.9360 0.9552 0.9675 0.9848 0.9981
AFGMMSE 0.3535 0.4112 0.5562 0.6853 0.7783 0.8402 0.9285 0.9917
FGKK-R 0.8460 0.8489 0.8596 0.8732 0.8879 0.9021 0.9367 0.9826
FGKK-L 0.8242 0.8276 0.8396 0.8550 0.8716 0.8878 0.9274 0.9899
FGKK-LL 0.8051 0.8090 0.8225 0.8339 0.8586 0.8770 0.9220 0.9915
FGKK-C 0.8590 0.8614 0.8700 0.8814 0.8940 0.9065 0.9382 0.9895
(60, 10, 0.0) FGSR 0.3018 0.3714 0.5324 0.6682 0.7634 0.8268 0.9188 0.9899
PFGSR 0.2515 0.3294 0.5112 0.6638 0.7632 0.8268 0.9188 0.9899
FGMMSE 0.558 0.8691 0.9004 0.9280 0.9480 0.9617 0.9819 0.9978
AFGMMSE 0.3541 0.4016 0.5228 0.6429 0.7382 0.8072 0.9124 0.9893
FGKK-R 0.2852 0.3565 0.5201 0.6585 0.7558 0.8208 0.9158 0.9896
FGKK-L 0.2722 0.3448 0.5111 0.6514 0.7500 0.8158 0.9122 0.9894
FGKK-LL 0.2645 0.3382 0.5066 0.6484 0.7479 0.8144 0.9122 0.9910
FGKK-C 0.4245 0.4659 0.5715 0.6757 0.7592 0.8198 0.9144 0.9895
(60, 10, 0.4) FGSR 03171 0.4081 0.5930 0.7298 0.8155 0.8684 0.9405 0.9929
PFGSR 0.2675 0.3678 0.5779 0.7280 0.8154 0.8684 0.9405 0.9929
FGMMSE 0.8574 0.8743 0.9109 0.9393 0.9579 0.9697 0.9861 0.9983
AFGMMSE 0.3634 0.4143 0.5704 0.7000 0.7924 0.8533 0.9371 0.9936
FGKK-R 0.4705 0.5150 0.6229 0.7235 0.8003 0.8542 0.9346 0.9928
FGKK-L 0.4406 0.4882 0.6036 0.7110 0.7926 0.8497 0.9344 0.9960
FGKK-LL 0.4115 0.4626 0.5863 0.7011 0.7881 0.8486 0.9379 0.9993
FGKK-C 0.5784 0.6044 0.6728 0.7447 0.8064 0.8538 0.9320 0.9927
(60, 4, &0.8) FGSR 0.6555 0.7654 0.8974 0.9439 0.9650 0.9760 0.9892 0.9983
PFGSR 0.5698 0.7206 0.8918 0.9439 0.9650 0.9760 0.9892 0.9983
FGMMSE 0.7599 0.8274 0.9191 0.9571 0.9737 0.9822 0.9922 0.9989
AFGMMSE 0.4783 0.6165 0.8328 0.9318 0.9684 0.9836 0.9945 0.9989
FGKK-R 0.9557 0.9568 0.9601 0.9643 0.9688 0.9732 0.9834 0.9976
FGKK-L 0.9499 0.9511 0.9548 0.9595 0.9644 0.9693 0.9808 0.9975
FGKK-LL 0.9446 0.9459 0.9500 0.9552 0.9607 0.9661 0.9791 0.9980
FGKK-C 0.9564 0.9574 0.9606 0.9646 0.9690 0.9732 0.9833 0.9976
(20, 4, &0.8) FGSR 0.6649 0.7550 0.8935 0.9416 0.9642 0.9762 0.9903 0.9991
PFGSR 0.5844 0.7003 0.8715 0.9393 0.9642 0.9762 0.9903 0.9991
FGMMSE 0.7596 0.8141 0.9035 0.9495 0.9700 0.9803 0.9921 0.9992
AFGMMSE 0.4782 0.5882 0.7906 0.9091 0.9628 0.9845 1.0003 1.0006
FGKK-R 0.8617 0.8739 0.9029 0.9287 0.9487 0.9629 0.9843 0.9988
FGKK-L 0.8453 0.8585 0.8900 0.9182 0.9402 0.9561 0.9807 0.9993
FGKK-LL 0.8308 0.8451 0.8795 0.9104 0.9348 0.9525 0.9803 1.0001
FGKK-C 0.8731 0.9027 0.9269 0.9501 0.9688 0.9826 1.0042 1.0193
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TABLE VIII
Empirical Risks of Estimators (Case 4)
L
(T, p, \) Estimators 1.00 1.53 2.59 3.65 4.71 5.77 8.95 27.50
(60, 10, &0.8) FGSR 0.3306 0.4391 0.6432 0.7765 0.8525 0.8970 0.9554 0.9956
PFGSR 0.2702 0.3939 0.6278 0.7751 0.8525 0.8970 0.9554 0.9956
FGMMSE 0.8546 0.8747 0.9157 0.9449 0.9627 0.9735 0.9882 0.9987
AFGMMSE 0.3623 0.4385 0.6043 0.7415 0.8317 0.8865 0.9551 0.9962
FGKK-R 0.8468 0.8512 0.8641 0.8801 0.8968 0.9126 0.9488 0.9953
FGKK-L 0.8252 0.8302 0.8449 0.8632 0.8824 0.9006 0.9430 0.9998
FGKK-LL 0.8063 0.8119 0.8287 0.8495 0.8713 0.8921 0.9408 1.0033
FGKK-C 0.8598 0.8633 0.8739 0.8874 0.9018 0.9159 0.9494 0.9952
(60, 10, 0.0) FGSR 0.3039 0.3762 0.5412 0.6791 0.7744 0.8368 0.9255 0.9918
PFGSR 0.2536 0.3342 0.5217 0.6748 0.7744 0.8368 0.9255 0.9918
FGMMSE 0.8560 0.8698 0.9020 0.9300 0.9500 0.9634 0.9830 0.9981
AFGMMSE 0.3562 0.4057 0.5306 0.6524 0.7492 0.8181 0.9206 0.9923
FGKK-R 0.2872 0.3611 0.5299 0.6705 0.7677 0.8316 0.9230 0.9915
FGKK-L 0.2743 0.3496 0.5213 0.6640 0.7626 0.8273 0.9200 0.9921
FGKK-LL 0.2668 0.3432 0.5174 0.6617 0.7612 0.8266 0.9207 0.9939
FGKK-C 0.4260 0.4692 0.5786 0.6852 0.7692 0.8294 0.9212 0.9914
(60, 10, 0.4) FGSR 0.3150 0.4037 0.5881 0.7259 0.8132 0.8671 0.9405 0.9933
PFGSR 0.2657 0.3643 0.5746 0.7246 0.8132 0.8671 0.9405 0.9933
FGMMSE 0.8570 0.8737 0.9100 0.9386 0.9574 0.9694 0.9861 0.9984
AFGMMSE 0.3628 0.4232 0.5672 0.6972 0.7906 0.8527 0.9371 0.9984
FGKK-R 0.4702 0.5143 0.6223 0.7235 0.8009 0.8550 0.9351 0.9933
FGKK-L 0.4402 0.4874 0.6026 0.7104 0.7925 0.8497 0.9342 0.9961
FGKK-LL 0.4109 0.4615 0.5849 0.6999 0.7872 0.8478 0.9368 0.9991
FGKK-C 0.5786 0.6047 0.6737 0.7460 0.8079 0.8553 0.9330 0.9932
(60, 4, &0.8) FGSR 0.6426 0.7714 0.8837 0.9387 0.9628 0.9752 0.9897 0.9989
PFGSR 0.5655 0.7035 0.8797 0.9387 0.9628 0.9752 0.9897 0.9989
FGMMSE 0.7582 0.8212 0.9140 0.9548 0.9728 0.9819 0.9925 0.9992
AFGMMSE 0.4766 0.6028 0.8153 0.9201 0.9603 0.9794 0.9949 0.9992
FGKK-R 0.9560 0.9573 0.9611 0.9657 0.9706 0.9751 0.9855 0.9986
FGKK-L 0.9503 0.9517 0.9558 0.9610 0.9663 0.9714 0.9830 0.9985
FGKK-LL 0.9450 0.9465 0.9511 0.9568 0.9627 0.9683 0.9814 0.9990
FGKK-C 0.9567 0.9579 0.9615 0.9660 0.9707 0.9751 0.9854 0.9986
(20, 4, &0.8) FGSR 0.6679 0.7378 0.8486 0.9097 0.9438 0.9618 0.9840 0.9984
PFGSR 0.5738 0.6634 0.8285 0.9073 0.9433 0.9618 0.9840 0.9984
FGMMSE 0.7550 0.8000 0.8846 0.9342 0.9596 0.9729 0.9888 0.9989
AFGMMSE 0.4668 0.5515 0.7335 0.8547 0.9192 0.9517 0.9844 0.9991
FGKK-R 0.8627 0.8729 0.9022 0.9265 0.9469 0.9609 0.9821 0.9981
FGKK-L 0.8463 0.8572 0.8867 0.9151 0.9373 0.9529 0.9768 0.9981
FGKK-LL 0.8318 0.8435 0.8754 0.9065 0.9309 0.9481 0.9751 0.9979
FGKK-C 0.8736 0.9022 0.9255 0.9484 0.9672 0.9808 1.0021 1.1087
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estimators dominate the FGLS estimator over the entire range of the param-
eter space. Finally, Carter et al. (1993) show that for the case of spherical
disturbances, the KK estimator corresponding to k1*=p&2 and k2=1&
k1*(T&p+2) is generally superior to the Stein-rule estimator, which
somehow contrasts the results obtained here. This can be easily explained
by the fact that Carter et al. (1993) only consider values of >0.7 (i.e.,
L>22 (approx.)) in their simulations. Over this range of the parameter
space, we have also found that the FGKK-C estimator has risk smaller
than the FGSR estimator in a wide range of situations. However, in other
regions, the latter estimator dominates the former almost uniformly.
5. CONCLUSIONS
We have examined the properties of the double k-class estimator in
regression models with non-spherical distrubances. In particular, we have
derived the large sample asymptotic distribution of the FGKK estimator
and investigated the conditions under which the FGKK estimator
dominates the feasible generalised least squares and Stein-rule estimators in
large samples under a quadratic loss function. Further, we have considered
the performance of the estimators in finite samples and examined the effects
of varying degrees of autocorrelation and multicollinearity on the proper-
ties of the estimators. Broadly, we find that autocorrelation complicates the
risk properties of the estimator more so than does multicollinearity, and
the FGKK estimators are quite robust to the choice of design matrices. Of
the FGKK estimators considered, we tend to favour the AFGMMSE
estimator. In a typical situation, this estimator improves substantially over
the FLGS estimator for small to moderate values of L. In a wide range of
situations, it is superior to or as good as the positive-part feasible generalised
Stein-rule estimator. More generally, the AFGMMSE estimator is robust
to the presence of serial correlations in the model’s disturbances. Work in
progress considers the properties of the KK estimators in the context of
seemingly unrelated regression equations, and the robustness of the estab-
lished results to departures from quadratic loss.
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